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   ABSTRACT 

The article presents the results of the analysis of the possibilities of using the GPR method in combination 

with other methods of shallow geophysics used to solve engineering-geological problems in different 

regions: in the redistributions of Kamchatka and the territory of Uzbekistan. Approbation of GPR survey 

in combination with logging and electrical exploration in the territory of Kamchatka made it possible to 

identify the electrical properties of the upper part of the section and, based on them, perform lithological 

subdivision. A comparison of data with materials on the territory of Uzbekistan is given. The 

characteristics of the section and the wave field are established, which make it possible to choose the 

optimal parameters of the observation system.  
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most common areas of geophysical research is engineering geophysics, focused on solving 

applied problems of engineering surveys, geological exploration and geoecology. In recent years, 

engineering geophysical research is increasingly called the methods of shallow geophysics, since the list 

of objects and research methods has significantly expanded. Geophysical studies are usually carried out in 

order to determine the physical nature of the ongoing deformation processes and to determine the physical 

and mechanical properties of the upper part of the section, whether it is a construction site, or the base of 

a dam, or an embankment dam. In recent years, they have also found application in the search for 

historical and archaeological objects. In past years, electrical and seismic methods were usually used to 

study the upper part of the section. At present, the theory and methods have been preserved in principle, 

the technology of observation, processing and interpretation has changed, based on modern hardware with 

computer software. Electrotomography, seismoacoustic methods, and georadar surveys have received 

significant development. 

The GPR method is one of the newest methods of shallow geophysics. Its advantage is its versatility, 

which allows it to be used for solving various kinds of problems: the study of geological sections with the 

determination of the thickness of the layers and types of rocks; determining the position of the 

groundwater level; identification of areas of increased water cut; identification of areas of development of 

dangerous geological processes (mapping of landslide structures). 

Currently, a number of scientific studies are being carried out in the world to develop methods for the 

integrated interpretation of materials obtained by geophysical and engineering-geological observations. In 

particular, in countries with high seismic activity, such as Japan, China, the USA, India, Russia, Turkey, 

experimental results have been obtained in solving engineering-geological problems and seismic safety 

based on georadar surveys of different scales. Such a complex application of geophysical methods serves 

to assess the engineering and geological conditions of urban development areas. 
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The integrated application of geophysical methods in seismically active areas of the territory of 

Uzbekistan and Russia makes it possible to increase the information content and reliability of engineering 

and geological surveys to ensure earthquake-resistant construction in geodynamic active areas. The 

purpose of this work is to analyze the possibilities of complex application of various methods of shallow 

geophysics for solving applied problems of the national economy. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Approbation of methods of shallow geophysics (ground penetrating radar, electrical, seismic and borehole 

surveys) was carried out in various regions: in the conditions of Kamchatka and the territory of 

Uzbekistan. Depending on the tasks to be solved, the methods and types of observations were determined. 

When fulfilling the tasks set, modern reliable methods of geophysical observations were used: GPR 

survey (OKO-250), methods for measuring and studying the dielectric constant and propagation velocity 

of electromagnetic waves, methods for qualitative and quantitative interpretation of data on the wave 

pattern of radargrams, electrical exploration materials. 

Georadar survey within Kamchatka was used to study the upper part of the section in order to determine 

the physical properties for lithological dissection. At the same time, the use of the OKO-250 device 

provides a higher resolution in the upper part of the section. This allows one to see, for example, the 

localization of small and closed inhomogeneities common in the near-surface part of the soil section. For 

accurate interpretation of radargrams, a description of geological sections and wells in the area is used. 

A lot of snow, swampiness, soil freezing are some of the features of the Kamchatka Peninsula. However, 

this does not significantly affect the limitations in the use of the device and its operation. Carrying out 

GPR in volcanic regions makes it possible to obtain radargrams, where volcanic ash is displayed in the 

form of extended axes of low power. Their interpretation, in addition to knowledge of the geology of a 

particular volcanic region, requires a description of pits and clearings. 

Before starting the measurement work, it is recommended to conduct a trial recording of the radargram in 

the selected area in order to identify interference (in particular, the level of air wave recording) and 

determine the choice of measurement parameters. 

The recommended values of the measurement parameters obtained as a result of a large number of 

measurement works on the Kamchatka Peninsula using the OKO-250 georadar, in order to isolate useful 

signals (reflected from the desired objects) against the background of others (interference, noise) and 

more accurate determination of point and extended objects on radargrams: the number of points in depth - 

511 (maximum quality at great depths, 255 can be used, but only for operational search work); 

accumulation - 20 (the standard for this antenna unit is 8-16, the increase allows you to detect weaker 

signals, increases the sounding depth, but at the same time the recommended speed of the device 

movement during profile recording slows down); probing step - 200 mm (the average value, however, it 

can be changed depending on the tasks, for example, when studying the territory for the construction of 

buildings and structures, you can set the minimum values for local objects; when working in volcanic 

areas to detect ash layers, you can increase parameter); number of points along the profile - 2000 (can be 

changed, but given that the parameter should be one and a half times more than the value equal to the 

ratio of the profile length to the probing step); shift - 8-9 m; depth sweep - 200 ns (changes in steps, if 

there is no noise area in the lower part of the radargram, you can increase the value); profile passing speed 

- 1.2 km/h; scanning mode - “By displacement” (the work of the displacement sensor is taken into 

account); epsilon - 30 (the value of the dielectric constant "Dry" -7, "Wet" -20, "Water" -80 - the average 

value is taken; it is set approximately based on the a priori information of the probed medium; it is more 

accurately calculated from the received radargram). 

On the territory of Uzbekistan, georadar surveys are successfully used both for the purpose of studying 

the engineering and geological conditions of construction sites, the condition of the road bed and 
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foundation, and in the search for archaeological sites. Depending on the problem being solved, GPR 

survey is used in combination with various methods: electrical, seismic, borehole geophysics. 

The possibilities of electrical exploration methods depend on the complex morphology of the resistivity 

field in the upper part of the section (the depth of which depends on the problem being solved: from 3-4 

to 300-400 meters). The experience of using shallow geophysics on the territory of Uzbekistan in 

studying the state of enclosing dams made it possible to establish that the values of electrical resistance in 

the section of the object under study can have a significant scatter. It was also noted that the rocks of the 

lower part of the section, in relation to its upper part, have a much lower (3-10) resistance. This is 

explained by an increase in the moisture content of rocks as a result of the filtration of mineralized waters, 

since even slight filtration should lead to a significant drop in the resistance of loose-cohesive rocks. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of studies based on the integration of georadar survey methods with electrical exploration and 

borehole geophysics data, the spatial distribution of various lithological types of deposits that make up 

hills and depressions on the surface of the Kamchatka avalanche has been refined. In addition to 

clarifying the genetic features of the formation of deposits (which are of theoretical importance), the 

results are of great practical importance, since they determine the planning restrictions in the placement of 

buildings and structures. 

An analysis of the seismic conditions and landslide hazard at the treatment plant site at Cape Chavycha 

(Kamchatka) showed that the landslide hazard in this area is quite high. The location of two landslide 

bodies was established, as well as the slope of the paleo stream. Based on the results of the work, the 

presence of landslide processes in the eastern segment of the southern part of the site is established. 

As a result of refinement of the engineering-geological conditions for the reconstruction of the building 

on the coast of Avacha Bay, a layered stratum of loose deposits was revealed to depths of 2–3 m. Loose 

deposits are not disturbed, the layers lie horizontally. Presumably, these deposits are represented by bulk 

soils, which were backfilled during the planning of the territory. Hollows are well manifested, which most 

likely have not alluvial, but proluvial origin, i.e., sedimentation occurred during spring snowmelt and 

autumn showers. 

Approbation of the georadar method for studying the zones of discharges of hydrothermal systems was 

carried out on the example of Gorely volcano. It is located in a relatively accessible area, 70 km from the 

city of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 25 km from the Pacific Ocean. A caldera scarp in the northeastern 

sector of the caldera was chosen for the study. The radargrams clearly show flooded or highly moistened 

parts of the section and low-moist parts of the section with a well-defined stratification of layers. At a 

depth of 6 m, almost the entire bottom of the caldera is composed of water-saturated deposits. Starting 

from a depth of 5 m and above, the degree of moisture content in the sediments varies from highly 

moistened to dry sediments. In a vertical section, the shape of the humidification zones is dome-shaped, 

with peaks tapering towards the earth's surface. 

In the areas where dry soils are located, it can be seen that they are bowl-shaped troughs. A visual study 

of the sections in the pits allows us to conclude that the trough-shaped depressions are composed of 

sands. In these areas, during periods of snowmelt, lakes are formed, in which fine pelitic and clay 

fractions (products of the destruction of pumice and ash) are washed into the sand. An increase in their 

content in the sand leads to the formation of a local aquiclude, which serves as the bottom of the lake. 

The layer boundaries agree with each other, but several angular unconformities stand out. It can be 

assumed that, at least during the formation of a horizon with a base at a depth of 3 m, there was a break in 

sedimentation, or the morphology of the areas of transit and accumulation of sediments changed 

significantly. Water saturation is typical only for deposits located in the upper reaches of streams draining 

the plateau. 
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In addition to the GPR method, seismic and electrical surveys were carried out. According to the research 

depth parameter, the methods of GPR and seismic surveys overlap in the area of 2–10 meters. At the same 

time, GPR provides a higher resolution in the upper part of the section, while seismic survey provides 

translucence of the lower part of the section and at great depths. 

With the help of georadar transillumination, small and closed inhomogeneities are well distinguished, 

common in the near-surface part of the soil section, which are inaccessible to seismic exploration. For 

both methods, the values of their main parameters are determined in most cases by the same reasons - the 

structure, texture of the rocks, their watering and other reasons of natural or man-made origin. Differences 

in the degree of medium contrast and differences in the degree of attenuation of elastic and 

electromagnetic waves determine the differences in the structure of wave fields and, as a consequence, the 

methodological possibilities of each of the methods. 

Similar studies were carried out on the territory of Uzbekistan. As an example, one can note the use of 

shallow geophysics methods in studying the state of an artificial dam within the Kuraminsky region, 

where the methods of electrical tomography, seismic exploration were successfully applied (I. 

Alimukhamedov, A. Zokirov, I. Yanbukhtin, T. Mamarozikov et al., 2019). Figure 1 shows examples of 

geoelectric sections obtained by electrotomography. Based on the preliminary processing of field data 

(using the Res2DINV and x2ipi programs), apparent resistivity pseudosections were obtained, which were 

built without taking into account the relief. As a result of the next stage of processing, data on the 

inversion of resistances were obtained (Figure 1, b), on the basis of which the electrical resistivity section 

is built (Figure 1, c) 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Examples of electrical survey sections along the profile along the strike of the object 

under study (artificial dam) obtained by electrotomography (according to I. Yanbukhtin, I. 

Alimukhamedov, 2021): a - pseudosection, b - resistivity inversion, c - geoelectric section (apparent 

electrical resistivity). 

In the section of resistances (Figure 1, c), a mosaic pattern of changes in specific electrical resistances is 

observed, both vertically and horizontally. Low resistivity values in some areas of the middle part of the 

section indicate the phenomena of filtration and wetting of rocks, leading to an increase in electrical 
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permeability. In the lower part of the section, local anomalous zones of increased resistances are noted. 

Figure 2 shows velocity models of longitudinal and transverse waves obtained during seismic surveys 

using the refracted wave method. 

On the velocity sections, there is an increase in the velocities of longitudinal and transverse waves with 

depth. The elastic wave velocities in the near-surface part are 0.32 km/s and 0.18 km/s, respectively. Two 

boundaries are distinguished at the depth level of 20 and 15 meters. 

 
 

Figure 2: Velocity models of longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) waves along the studied profile 

(according to Zokirov and Mamarozikov, 2021). 

 

A comparison of seismic and electrical tomography data shows a general agreement between the results, 

which complement each other. As a result of the interpretation of these data, petrophysical properties 

were established that reflect the internal state of the object under study. 

The experience gained in applying the GPR method to study the soil conditions of Kamchatka in 

combination with well logging data made it possible to determine the differences in geophysical 

parameters in various types of soils (Table 1) and the differences in the wave pattern on radargrams in 

various structures (Table 2). These data served as the basis for choosing the parameters of the measuring 

system when conducting observations in the conditions of Uzbekistan. Preliminary studies have shown 

that the range of noted indicators is within the specified interval, with little difference. Figure 3 shows an 

example of a primary and processed radargram obtained during archaeological observations by a field 

team of the Center for Advanced Technologies (I.Alimukhamedov, A.Zokirov, I.Yanbukhtin and others). 

Processing of field material using the EKKO_Project software package allowed them to obtain the 

necessary data on the features of the section and buried objects (Figure 3, c). 

The contrast of the selected objects makes it possible to judge the presence of an object with a dielectric 

constant lower than the enclosing soil. On the slices, the dielectric constant of the object is highlighted in 

the red spectrum, while the soil soil has a blue spectrum. 

It should be noted that the experience of using GPR surveys both in Kamchatka and on the territory of 

Uzbekistan shows that a mandatory preliminary experimental observation is required to select the 

parameters of the equipment and the observation system. This is necessary to improve the accuracy of the 

measured values and the reliability of the interpretation of the results of field observations. 
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Table 1: Changes in the dielectric constant and propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves for 

soils in the studied objects in the area of the of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky city 

 

№ Soil types The dielectric 

constant (Е) 

Velocity of 

propagation of 

an 

electromagnetic 

wave (V) 

Note 

1 Crushed stone 3.92 – 9 10 – 17.06 Changes in indicators 

by the degree of 

water saturation 

(from less to more) 

2 Crushed stone soil 

with sandy loam up 

to 40% 

17.06 7.27  

3 Crushed stone soil 

with sandy aggregate 

wet 30-35% with the 

inclusion of blocks 

up to 10% 

7.56 10.9  

4 Coarse-grained sands 28 – 64 3.75 – 5.6 Changes in indicators 

by the degree of 

water saturation 

(from less to more) 

5 Silt black flowing 

peaty 

9.86 – 16 7.5 – 9.54 Changes in indicators 

by the degree of 

water saturation 

(from less to more) 

6 Granular soil with 

sandy aggregate and 

varying degrees of 

water saturation 

4.41 – 31.4 5.33 – 14 Changes in indicators 

by the degree of 

water saturation 

(from less to more) 

7 Clay sandy loam 

with the inclusion of 

blocks up to 5% 

8.01 10.6  

8 Eluvium of 

weathered diabases, 

destroyed to rubble 

soil 

7.84 10.71  
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Table 2: Characteristics of various geological structures in the wave pattern of radargrams 

obtained at the studied objects of Kamchatka 

№ Geological 

structure 

View of the wave pattern on the 

radargram 

Description of the 

wave pattern on the 

radargram 

1 Proluvial cone 

 

 

Diffraction of 

electromagnetic waves; 

hyperbolic arrangement 

of in-phase axes 

2 Paleostream slope 

 

 

Oblique and sub-

horizontal chaotic 

arrangement of the in-

phase axes 

3 The body of an 

ancient landslide 

 

 

Subhorizontal and 

chaotic arrangement of 

intersecting in-phase 

axes, the presence of 

diffraction 

4 Lava flow deposits 

of basaltic 

andesites, basalts 

and their eluvium 
 

 

Chaotic arrangement of 

common-mode axes, 

attenuation of 

electromagnetic waves, 

selection of lenses 

5 Deposits of 

accumulative plains 

 

 

The horizontal 

arrangement of the 

common-mode axes, 

sequentially lying on 

top of each other 

6 Cup-shaped troughs 

 

The horizontal 

arrangement of the in-

phase axes is crossed 

by an electromagnetic 

wave in the form of a 

"bowl" 
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Figure 3:  Examples of primary (a), processed (b) radargrams at an archaeological site in 

Uzbekistan and obtained on the basis of their slice (c) (according to A. Zokirov, I. Yanbukhtin, I. 

Alimukhamedov, 2021): on the slice, the color indicates a different level of dielectric permeability - 

red color spectrum - object; blue color spectrum - soil soil. 

 

Conclusion 

The experience of using GPR survey in combination with other methods of shallow geophysics in 

conditions of various geological structures allows us to draw the following conclusions: 

1. The GPR method makes it possible to study the structural features and engineering-geological 

conditions of the near-surface part of the soil: to identify the localization of small and closed 

inhomogeneities common in the near-surface part of the soil section. 

2. The use of georadar in combination with electrical exploration allows a more reliable determination of 

the electrophysical characteristics of the upper part of the section, in particular, the dielectric constant due 

to minor changes in the water content in sand and soils, which makes it possible to judge soil erosion, 

both in their natural conditions and artificial structures. 

3. The application of the method of integrated interpretation of georadar data and materials of geophysical 

studies of wells made it possible to clarify the spatial distribution of various lithological types of 
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landslide-explosive loose Quaternary deposits of the Avachinsky volcano on the shore of Mokhovaya 

Bay. It was revealed that the structure is composed of gruss-rubbly deposits with the inclusion of 

individual blocks in the form of peat deposits (in the valley of streams) or in the form of compacted soils 

(in the slope parts), as well as mixing with marine deposits with the inclusion of andesite boulders with 

sand. 

4. The obtained characteristics of the wave pattern of various geological structures of Kamchatka objects 

can be used as standards in the interpretation of radargrams when conducting research using the georadar 

method, including in volcanic regions in order to study the near-surface strata of sediments. 

5. Methodological instructions for conducting observations have been developed, which should begin 

with experimental work in order to identify interference (in particular, the level of recording air waves) 

and determine the choice of measurement parameters. The recommended values of measurement 

parameters are determined in order to isolate useful signals (reflected from the desired objects) against the 

background of others (interference, noise) and to more accurately determine point and extended objects 

on radargrams, such as the accumulation level, sounding step, number of points on the profile, speed 

passing the profile. 

6. A methodology has been developed for interpreting data and their comprehensive analysis, which 

makes it possible to study the geological features of soil conditions and their petrophysical characteristics 

to ensure safety in the further design of the infrastructure of urbanized areas. 
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